RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
Main Office: 130 N COUNTRY CLUB RD, ADA OK 74820

OPEN LETTER: Sept 25th 2021
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED received an article regarding a memo in the WALL STREET JOURNAL
issued by GENERAL MOTORS on September 24th 2021 via the company FACEBOOK INC. The Wall Street Journal
reported that you intend to cut pay to persons who refuse to release their HIPPA medical records to your company for
review and approval of confidential medical status and treatment.
Our response to this was to suggest that we would take our property made by your company and destroy it as a potential
protest, but your property already does that on its own. The tone of this, to the acronym "FOUND ON ROAD DEAD
(FORD)" and objection of our United Kingdom and Hong Kong office to purchase or use of your vehicle after it nearly led
to the death of one of our Directors in 2001, substantially was a LAWFUL CLAIM having control only over our OWN
PROPERTY and the freedom of other FORD, CHEVROLET, and GM branded vehicles to do the same with their own
property as they wish.
FACEBOOK INC. did then SUSPEND OUR BUSINESS ACCOUNT for this remark for thirty (30) days, interdicting our
ability to use the platform and communicate with customers there, and to damage our corporation in RETALIATION for
your conduct.
This is an act of RACKETEERING by "GENERAL MOTOR CORPORATION" and "FACEBOOK INC" jointly made, and
will result in the following actions:
1. Our company will no longer pay for GENERAL MOTORS branded vehicles as part of our compensation process for
new hires, a custom prior.
2. Our fleet of GENERAL MOTORS vehicles will be disposed of for alternative brands.
3. FACEBOOK INC. present and past employees will be terminated from all WARRANTY, SERVICE, BENEFITS,
PARTS, and other REPLACEMENT or SALE offers, and such sales void and conditioned no present or prior employment
by FACEBOOK INC in any capacity, whether 1099 or W2 or by such proxy firm an employee or contractor thererof.
4. FACEBOOK INC. employees and former employees will be barred from employment at RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES
INCOPRORATED and its partners, for racketeering to extort with conspiracy against theft of medical records.
5. We regret the end of our relationship with FORD and FORD MOTOR COMPANY, our prefered brand, but we will not
support medical discrimination or tolerate retaliation against businesses or persons who invoke their right to protest and to
use their own property as they see fit and to such ends no law or statute violation in the doing of which suggested by us to
warrant this commercial criminal Interstate racketeering by GENERAL MOTORS and FACEBOOK INC. against us.
6. We will seek a buy-back of our existing vehicles at original purchase price in settlement via the FEDERAL TRADE
COMMISSION and formal complaint of INTERSTATE RACKETEERING by the actions of FACEBOOK INC. to suspend
property rights of vehicle owners in their own use of their titled property and for political purposes a criminal coercion of
ordinary and protected MEDICAL RIGHTS of workers in the United States from compensation based on medical status.
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When "community standards" extend to the taking and control of private property, they are foreign to the United States and
an abuse of the commission of the public trust granted to any UNITED STATES CORPORATION, subject Antitrust and
dissolution on the pleasure of the Executive Office under the INTERSTATE COMMERCE CLAUSE.
Having overseen the breakup of BELL TELEPHONE and its administration, I would urge you to consider this as sanction if
you proceed with "medical condition payroll and compensation penalties" in your firm. I would remind you of the
NATIONAL SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY slogan "It is for your Health" still affirms hatred and tight fists among the
veterans who fought their way to Berlin in 1944, and your actions are a hair's width from those offensive policies now.
Corporations that cannot comply with workers rights and suggest penalties to coerce medical procedures have no place in
the American industry, upon our roads, or in any enjoyment of any protection from full taxation and forfeiture of their
equity, a property of the Public Trust and subject to its commission or dissolution without compensation of any kind to any
person on breach of that commission and its regulations, laws, and express protections of our workers liberty and choices.
Medical information and status is NOT a factor open to your demand, and your conduct stigmatizes persons as if they were
HIV positive or carried similar risk for declining procedures, a right afforded them against government control of their
living person. GENERAL MOTORS is a cestui qui trust, a creature of the court and an anatural person made by legal
registry only, so made an ens legis party. You may suggest actions against the estates of the worker, but may not extend
your control to suggest or deny equal compensation for equal work based on the living body of the agent who is a separate
person and not subject to your control over their medical choices or medical needs. Persons with immune disorders or other
conditions NOT CLASSIFIED IN THE UNITED STATES SOCIAL SECURITY REGISTRATION FOR DISABILITY
BENEFITS do exist, and you may not disbar their medical doctor or physicians advice to penalize them for refusing a
course of treatment. To do so is medical practice, and criminal.
We suggest you end your relationship with FACEBOOK INC., and file formal complaint with the FEDERAL TRADE
COMMISSION for this 18 USC§1961 racketeering activity carried out by the firm on behalf of GENERAL MOTORS
employees, in support of illegal conduct, and themed a criminal abuse of the INTERSTATE COMMERCE clause.

Sincerely, a former Ford customer (2015 MUSTANG)
RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
JAMES ALLEN, PRESIDENT
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